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Recent development of contraction theory based analysis of singularly perturbed system has opened the
door for inspecting differential behavior of multi time-scale systems. In this paper a contraction theory
based framework is proposed for stabilization of singularly perturbed systems. The primary objective is
to design a feedback controller to achieve bounded tracking error for both standard and non-standard
singularly perturbed systems. This framework provides relaxation over traditional quadratic Lyapunov
based method as there is no need to satisfy interconnection conditions during controller design algorithm.
Moreover, the stability bound does not depend on smallness of singularly perturbed parameter. Combined
with high gain scaling, the proposed technique is shown to assure contraction of approximate feedback
linearizable systems. These findings extend the class of nonlinear systems which can be made contracting.
Keywords: Contraction Theory, Singular Perturbation, High Gain Feedback, Approximate Feedback
Linearizable Systems, Composite Controller Design
1. Introduction
Multi time-scale modeling and study of singularly perturbed systems find application in model
order reduction, optimal control, stochastic filtering and composite control etc. [2]. A two time
scale singularly perturbed system consists of an interconnection of two dynamical systems referred
as slow and fast subsystems. Generally, we refer a singularly perturbed systems as standard models
if there exists a unique root for the fast subsystem when the perturbation parameter goes to zero
[29]. Whereas in nonstandard models, fast system will have multiple roots or without any root [3].
Quadratic Lyapunov function has been effectively utilized for stability analysis and controller
design for singularly perturbed systems [31, 24]. For the purpose of analysis the overall system is
separated into two reduced order models by setting the perturbation parameter to zero. Stability of
each reduced system is investigated by selection of two appropriate quadratic Lyapunov functions.
Subsequently the convex sum of these two functions (Composite Lyapunov Function) is employed
to assure stability of the overall system. The resulting stability bounds are valid for certain range of
the perturbation parameter depending on the interconnection conditions satisfied by the Lyapunov
functions [29]. In addition to solving regulation problems quadratic Lyapunov functions have been
efficient on examining closed loop stability of output feedback controllers, high gain feedback [24],
dynamic surface control etc. However the composite Lyapunov approach encounters complication in
analyzing nonstandard models. Indirect manifold construction with a modified composite control
law is used for stabilization of nonstandard problems [3] and references therein. Nevertheless it
is not always easy to search for two quadratic Lyapunov functions which should satisfy all the
interconnection conditions and moreover presence of uncertainties further complicates the search
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process. The condition for stability is a sufficient one and hence there is no guarantee of stability
beyond the critical value of perturbation parameter.
Recently a differential form of stability analysis, namely contraction theory is proposed in [7]. In
agreement with this hypothesis all the trajectories of a contracting dynamical system exponentially
converge towards each other irrespective of their initial condition [9, 4]. The region in the state
space is called contraction region, if every trajectory starting inside the region will converge towards
each other [8]. Contraction framework does not necessitates the presence of an attractor a priori,
however a contracting autonomous system indirectly assures the presence of an equilibrium point
[7]. The exponential convergence property is inherently robust to bounded disturbances and hence
easier to deal with uncertainties in system model [9]. These interesting properties are utilized for
analysis of mechanical systems [15], stability of networks, observer design [14], synchronization [13],
Kalman filter, frequency estimator design [18], backstepping controller synthesis [17, 11] etc.
Moreover contraction framework is extended to analyze singularly perturbed systems [21] and
its application to retroactive attenuation in biological systems [23]. These results are employed
for stabilization of approximate feedback linearizable systems. Partial contraction analysis and
robustness of contraction property is exploited to derive new stability bounds for singularly
perturbed nonlinear systems in these works. The procedure is recursive and can be extended
to three or multi time scale systems. The stability bounds obtained hold for a broad range of
perturbation parameter rather than a small range found in quadratic Lyapunov based methods.
Therefore contraction framework based analysis of singular perturbed system provides less
conservative bounds compared to conventional Lyapunov methods.
In this paper we will show, how contraction theory tools can be adopted for stabilization problems
in standard and nonstandard singularly- perturbed systems. The use of contraction tools com-
pletely circumvents the need of interconnection conditions and guarantees convergence behavior for
a broad range of perturbation parameter. Thus the proposed method provide guaranteed stability
bounds for a wide range of perturbation parameter which is difficult to obtain using quadratic
Lyapunov based formalism. The design procedure is also extended to high gain scaling based
control law for a class of approximate feedback linearizable systems. For these cases, parameter
selection for controller and convergence analysis is guaranteed in the formalism of contraction
theory. The method presented in this paper will complement the composite controller design
approach when searching for quadratic Lyapunov functions satisfying all the interconnection
condition becomes difficult.
The paper is organized as follows. The motivation and problem formulation is discussed in the
first section followed by some discussion on contraction theory. Stabilization of standard and
nonstandard singularly perturbed systems are derived next. Application of these results to high
gain feedback controller design for approximate feedback linearizable systems is presented in
subsequent section. Finally in the last section we present simulation results for some examples.
Throughout this paper, we adopt the following notations and symbols. Bx, Bz denote com-
pact subsets, Rm denotes a m-dimensional real vector space. For real vectors v, ||v|| denotes the
Euclidean norm and for real matrix ||E|| denotes induced matrix norm. A metric Θ denotes a
symmetric positive definite matrix and In is an n× n identity matrix.
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2. Motivation and Problem Formulation
2.1 Motivation
The composite controller design approach for standard singularly perturbed systems is discussed
through an example. The system is described as
x˙ = f(x, z) = xz3, x ∈ Bx = [−1, 1] (1a)
µz˙ = g(z, x, u) = z + u, z ∈ Bz = [−1/2, 1/2] (1b)
where µ is small positive number less than one. The design goal is to stabilize the system around
the origin using composite Lyapunov function based technique discussed in [29, 3]. The composite
control law u consists of a slow (ua) and a fast component (ub) which are selected in a recursive
manner. We divide the procedure into three distinct steps mentioned below.
Stabilization of Reduced Slow System: The slow component is selected under the assumption that,
there exists a slow manifold for the model and all the fast states z have converged to this manifold.
Equating µ = 0 in (1), the root of the fast subsystem or the slow manifold is given by,
z = zds = h(x, u) = −u.
Note that, the fast component ub of the control law vanishes when z → h(x, u). The slow
component ua has to be selected in such a way that the reduced system will be stable. A control
law ua = x
4/3 will stabilize the reduced slow system x˙ = f(x, h(x, u)) = −x2 around origin.
For this choice of ua, a candidate Lyapunov function V (x) =
1
2x
6 will satisfy the following inequality
V˙ ≤ α1ψ(x)
2 (2)
where α1 = 1, ψ(x) = ||x||
5.
Stabilization of Boundary Layer System: The boundary layer system for (1) is written as:
y˙ = y + ub
where y = z−h(x, u). A choice of ub = −3(z−x
4/3) will achieve stability of boundary layer system
using Lyapunov function W = 12(z− zds)
2. The derivative of W along the trajectories of boundary
layer system will follow
W˙ ≤ α2φ(z − zds)
2 (3)
where α2 = 2 and φ(z − zds) = ||z − zds||.
Interconnection Conditions: Overall system stability of (1) is examined by selecting a composite
Lyapunov function which is a convex sum of V and W . Moreover to assure asymptotic stability of
(1), V (x) and W (y) must satisfy the following interconnection conditions.
∂V
∂x
(f(x, y + h(x)) − f(x, h(x))) ≤ β1φ(x)ψ(y)
∂W
∂y
(f(x, y + h(x))) ≤ β2φ(x)ψ(y) + β3ψ(y)
2
(4)
3
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In the region (Bx ×Bz) given in (1), the choice of scalars β1 = 7/4, β2 = 4/3, β3 = 7/3 will satisfy
the interconnection conditions (4). The maximum value of perturbation parameter for which the
system (1) is asymptotically stable depends on the interconnection conditions and selection of
composite Lyapunov function. The maximum bound of perturbation parameter (µ = 0.4246) can
be achieved by selecting a composite Lyapunov function V1 = (1− d)V + dW where d = 21/47.
From above discussion it can be concluded that, composite control approach provides an elegant
and step by step design for stabilization problems. The idea is to reduce the complexity of the
overall system by converting it into two reduced order models and thereafter sensibly selecting
two components of the control law for two reduced systems. The stability of the overall system
hinges on the selection of Lyapunov functions V , W and interconnection conditions. Moreover the
condition for stability is a sufficient one and the system (1) may be stable beyond the maximum
predicted range of µ. The closed loop system for (1) is simulated for a choice of µ = 0.5 and the
result is shown in figure 1. It is hard to conclude asymptotic stability of (1) from the figure but
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Figure 1. Closed Loop System Response for µ = 0.5
it is clear that the closed loop system trajectories are converging in the neighborhood of origin.
This behavior of trajectories can not be concluded from composite Lyapunov function approach.
A proportionate stability bound with respect to µ may give some relaxation to control design in
many practical cases where a uniform ultimate boundedness is the design requirement. In high
gain observer based output feedback design or high gain feedback based control designs [24], closed
loop system stability is guaranteed only for a very small range of perturbation parameter. These
restriction can be relaxed if the stability of the closed loop system can be assured for a wide range
of perturbation parameter.
Also in presence of systems uncertainties, searching for Lyapunov functions satisfying all the in-
terconnection condition is a difficult task. In this paper we are proposing a contraction theory
framework for the stabilization of singularly perturbed system addressing these stability issues.
The control algorithm proposed in this paper retains the idea of reducing the model order by
equating the perturbation parameter to zero. However there is no need to search for Lyapunov
functions satisfying interconnection conditions.
4
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2.2 Problem Formulation
In this paper, we investigate the stabilization of (5) in contraction theory framework. Consider the
standard singularly perturbed systems described as:
x˙ = f(x,z,u) (5a)
µz˙ = g(x,z, µ,u) (5b)
where x ∈ Bx ⊂ R
n,z ∈ Bz ⊂ R
m, u ∈ R and µ ∈ [0, 1]. The functions f(.), g(.) are assumed to be
smooth and Lipschitz in their arguments. We solve the following problems.
I) Design a control law u = u1 (x)+u2 (x, z) such that the trajectories of the overall system converge
to an ultimate bound irrespective of the magnitude of the perturbation parameter.
II) Further we show that the proposed control law is robust against bounded disturbances and
derive the convergence bounds depending on the magnitude of the disturbance term.
III) Investigate the special cases for which the trajectories of (5) exponentially converge to an
equilibrium.
IV) Explore the design steps required for stabilization of nonstandard singularly perturbed models
and derive the convergence bounds.
V) Exploit the proposed approach to design high gain feedback controllers for the stabilization of
approximate feedback linearizable systems.
3. Prerequisites From Contraction Theory
A system of the form x˙ = f(x, t) is said to be contracting if all trajectories starting inside some
region in state space will converge to each other exponentially somehow forgetting their initial
conditions or disturbances [7]. Existence of such region is sufficient for guarantying contraction
behavior in a dynamical system. A region in the state space is called a contraction region for the
system, if the following inequality is satisfied for ∀t > 0
F = (Θ˙+Θ
∂f
∂x
)Θ−1 ≤ −λI (6)
where Θ is a nonsingular metric, λ > 0 is a positive constant referred as contraction rate, F is
defined as generalized Jacobian. This condition can also be expressed in an inequality form as:
(M˙+M
∂f
∂x
+
∂f
∂x
T
M) ≤ −2λM (7)
whereM(x, t) = ΘTΘ is an uniformly positive definite matrix. The system is said to be contracting
in a metric M with a rate λ, when inequality (7) is satisfied. When this inequality is moderated
into a negative semidefinite condition, the system is said to be semi-contracting. Some important
results and observations from previous literatures are outlined in the form of following lemmas
whose proofs can be found in [7, 8, 9].
Lemma 1: Suppose an autonomous system x˙ = f(x) is globally contracting with a nonsingular
metric Θ(x) then all the trajectories of this system will converge to an unique equilibrium point. ♦
Contraction of a dynamical system points to the local behavior of differential displacements of its
trajectories. From the local analysis of the virtual displacements a fair idea about the global behav-
ior can be drawn for the system under consideration. Furthermore contraction provides inherent
5
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robustness to bounded uncertainties affecting the system. The robustness property of contraction
in a perturbed nonlinear system is summarized in the form of the following lemma.
Lemma 2: Define a perturbed system of the following form.
x˙p = f(xp, t) + d(xp, t) (8)
Suppose the system x˙ = f(x, t) is contracting using a nonsingular metric Θ with a rate λ. Then
the following two cases arise.
a) Assume the Jacobian of the perturbation term ‖|∂d(xp,t)
∂xp
‖| ≤ λ for ∀t > 0, then the perturbed
system is still contracting and the trajectories of the perturbed system will exponentially converge
to the trajectories of nominal(unperturbed) system. i.e
lim
t→∞
||xp(t)− x(t)|| → 0 (9)
b) If the perturbation term is bounded, then the difference between trajectories of the perturbed
system and the nominal system will converge to a steady state bound given as:
lim
t→∞
||xp(t)− x(t)|| ≤
χd
λ
(10)
where χ is the condition number of the metric Θ and ||d(x, t)|| ≤ d. ♦
Apart from these properties contraction framework provides a very useful tool called partial
contraction [13], which find application in observer/filter design and synchronization problems.
Lemma 3: A System x˙ = f(x,y, t) is said to be partially contracting in x if an auxiliary system
defined by z˙ = f(z,y, t) is contracting for any value of y,∀t > 0. If the auxiliary system ver-
ifies a smooth specific property, then the trajectories of original system will verify that property
exponentially. ♦
4. Control Law Formulation
4.1 Controller Design For Standard Models
For the system (5), the root of the fast z-subsystem (5b) is given by:
g(x, z, µ, u) = 0 ⇒ z = h(x, u1 , µ) (11)
where u1 is the part of the control law which remains after the fast variables z of (5a) has reached
their steady state. Denote zds = h(x, u1 ) as the root of g(x, z, 0, u) = 0 and assume it to be
smooth. The reduced slow system can be expressed as:
x˙ = f(x,h(x, u1 ), u1 ) (12)
Define an auxiliary system
µz˙ds = g(x, zds, 0, u) + µ
∂h
∂x
x˙ (13)
6
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System (13) can be regarded as perturbed virtual (copy/auxiliary) system for z. The extra term
g(x, zds, 0, u) is added intentionally so that, (13) becomes a copy of (5b). The similarity between
(5b) and (13) is obvious when g(.) does not depend on µ.
Remark 1: The advantage of using contraction framework is that, we do not need any error
dynamics (boundary layer system) for our analysis. The equations (12) and (13) play analogous
role as the reduced system and boundary layer system in conventional Lyapunov based design.
Our work is inspired from [21] where contraction analysis of singularly perturbed system is the
main goal. However we are more interested to solve stabilization problem of singularly perturbed
system and approximate feedback linearizable systems. The main result of this section is stated in
the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Assume the following statements are true.
i) There exists a smooth function u1 (x) and a metric Θx such that the reduced system (12) is
contracting.
ii) There exists a control law u2 (x, z) satisfying ||u2 || ≤ d2 ||z − h(x, u1 )|| in (Bx × Bz) and a
metric Θzsuch that the system µz˙ = g(x, z, µ, u1 + u2 ) is partially contracting in z.
iii) ||∂zds
∂x
f(x, z)|| ≤ d1 in (Bx ×Bz) where d1 is a positive constant.
Then there exists a control law u = u1 (x)+ u2 (x, z) such that (5) is contracting in (Bx×Bz) and
it’s trajectories follow the bounds given in (15) and (18).
Proof. Adding and subtracting g(x, zds, µ, u) in (13), we get
⇒ µz˙ds = g(x, zds, µ, u) + µ
∂h
∂x
x˙+ g(x, zds, 0, u)− g(x, zds, µ, u) (14)
The virtual system (14) appears to be a perturbed form of the fast subsystem (5b). Using
third condition of theorem 1 states, there exist a control input u2 such that the nominal part
z˙ds = g(x, zds, µ, u) is partially contracting in z. From the Lipschitz assumption for g(.) in µ,
||µ
∂h
∂x
x˙+ g(x, zds, 0, u) − g(x, zds, µ, u)|| ≤ µ(L1 + d1 ).
where L1 is Lipschitz constant. Using lemma 2, by exploiting the robustness property of contraction
we can derive the error bound between trajectories of the original fast subsystem (5b) and the
desired slow manifold whose dynamics is described by (14). The error bound can be expressed as,
||z(t) − zds(t)|| ≤ χze
−λzt/µ||z(0) − zds(0)|| +
µχz
λz
(d1 + L1 ) (15)
where χz is the condition number of contraction metric Θz and λz is the contraction rate. Similar
to the above argument a virtual system of x-subsystem (5a) can be defined as:
x˙r = f(xr,h(xr, u1 ), u1 ) + f(xr, z, u) − f(xr,h(xr, u1 ), u1 )
≤ f(xr,h(xr, u1 ), u1 ) + f(xr, z, u) − f(xr, z, u1 ) + f(xr, z, u1 )− f(xr,h(xr, u1 ), u1 )
≤ f(xr,h(xr, u1 ), u1 ) + Lu ||u2 ||+ L2 ||z− zds||
≤ f(xr,h(xr, u1 ), u1 ) + Lud2 ||z− zds||+ L2 ||z− zds||
(16)
where Lu and L2 are Lipschitz constants of g(.) for u and z respectively. The bound ||z − zds||
is known from (15) and Lu ||u2 || → 0 exponentially as z → zds. Employing lemma 2, ||(x − xr||
7
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decreases exponentially and satisfies the following bound.
||x(t) − xr(t)|| ≤ χx||x(0)− xr(0)||e
−λxt + µ(C1 (e
−λxt − e
−λz
µ
t) + C2 (1 − e
−λxt)) (17)
where χx is the condition number of contraction metric for the reduced system and λx is contraction
rate. The constants C1 and C2 are given by,
C1 =
χxχz (L2 + Lud2 )||z(0) − zds(0)|
λz − µλx
,C2 =
χxχz (L2 + Lud2 )(d1 + L1 )
λzλx
. The trajectories of (5a) exponentially converges to the following bound.
lim
t→∞
||x(t) − xr(t)|| ≤ µ
χxχz(L2 + Lud2 )(d1 + L1 )
λzλx
(18)
Remark 2: The fourth condition given in theorem 1 appears to be a conservative condition but
as the variable x is varying slowly for auxiliary system (14), this is not actually very restrictive
one. If x and z evolve inside bounded regions (Bx × Bz), then this condition is reasonable. So
even if global stability can not be estabilished, semi-global stability can be achived using these
results. This condition is essential since no interconnection condition has to be satisfied.
Remark 3: The stability achieved is not asymptotic in nature, rather an ultimate bound
is established which depends on the perturbation parameter. The error bounds (15) and (18)
is valid for all µ ∈ [0, 1] so the proposed controller can give a relative stability result depending on µ.
4.2 Robustness Issues
Suppose the z sub-system (5b) is disturbed by a uncertainty d(x, z, µ), which can be written as:
µz˙p = g(x, zp, µ, u) + d(x, z, µ) (19)
where ||d(.)|| ≤ db . From theorem 1, the unperturbed part of (19) is partially contracting in zp.
Following bound can be established using lemma 2.
||z(t)− zp(t)|| ≤ χze
−λzt||z(0) − zp(0)||+
µχzdb
λz
(20)
From triangle inequality,
||zp − zds|| ≤ ||zp − z||+ ||z− zds|| (21)
Assuming the initial condition for z and zp are same, the bound for ||(zp−zds)|| can be reformulated
as:
||zp(t)− zds(t)|| ≤ χze
−λzt||z(0) − zds(0)||+
µχz
λz
(d1 + L1 + db) (22)
Replacing (22) with (18) in (16) we can obtain the steady state bounds for the overall system.
8
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4.3 Exponential Convergence
There are certain cases when exponential convergence of the trajectories to equilibrium can be
inferred rather than convergence to an ultimate bound. Assume the right hand side of the z-
subsystem (5b) is independent of µ, which can be written in the following form.
x˙ = f(x,z, u) (23a)
µz˙ = g(x,z, u) (23b)
where µ ∈ [0, 1] and g(x, z, u) = 0 has a root denoted by zds = h(x, u1 ). The functions f(.), g(.)
and h(.) are assumed to be smooth and Lipschitz in their arguments.
Theorem 2: If the following conditions (i − iii)are satisfied for (23), then there exists a control
law u and a small constant µ∗ such that the system is contracting in (Bx ×Bz) for all µ ≤ µ
∗.
i) There exists a smooth function u1 (x) and a metric Θx such that the reduced system (12) is
contracting.
ii) There exists a control law u2 (x, z) satisfying ||u2 || ≤ d2 ||z − h(x, u1 )|| in (Bx × Bz) and a
metric Θzsuch that the system µz˙ = g(x, z, u1 + u2 ) is partially contracting in z.
iii) ||∂Q(x,z)
∂z
|| ≤ dq where Q(x, z) =
∂h(x,u1)
∂x
f(x, z) and dq is a positive constant .
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 1. Define a virtual system as,
µz˙ds = g(x, zds, u) + µ
∂h
∂x
x˙
⇒ µz˙ds = g(x, zds, u) + µQ(x, z).
(24)
The virtual system (24) can be considered as perturbed form of the fast subsystem (23b). From
the fourth condition of theorem 2,
‖µ
∂Q(x, z)
∂z
‖ ≤ µdq .
Assume µz˙ = g(x, z, u1 + u2 ) is partially contracting in z with a rate λz. Therefore it is legitimate
to assume a small constant µ∗ such that,
µ∗dq ≤ λz .
From the above argument and lemma 2, virtual system (24) is partially contracting in z. Following
lemma 3 the trajectories of fast subsystem (23b) will follow the property of its virtual system (24)
and hence will converge to zds.
lim
t→∞
||z(t) − zds(t)|| → 0 (25)
Rest of the proof follow the same steps as theorem 1. Therefore from (16) and (17), the steady
state bound for x− subsystem also converges to zero.
4.4 Controller Design for Nonstandrad Case
In this section we discuss controller design for nonstandard singularly perturbed models of the form
(23). Absence of an unique root brings about fundamental challenge in designing controllers for this
9
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class of systems. This bottleneck can be avoided, if the fast variable z is treated as a virtual control
variable in x-subsystem. Then a recursive design can be formulated to achieve closed loop stability
of overall system. We follow a recursive indirect manifold construction approach to design control
law for our purpose. The aim is to design a contracting controller in order to track a reference
trajectory xr(t). This contracting design procedure is divided into following steps.
Step 1: Defining an error signal e(t) = x(t)− xr(t), System (23) can be written as
e˙ = f(e+ xr, z, u)− x˙r (26a)
µz˙ = g(e+ xr, z, u) (26b)
Selection of a control law using the same procedure as in standard model is not possible due to
the absence of a unique root. To overcome complication, choose a virtual control variable zde =
h(e,xr, u, x˙r) such that the reduced slow system given by:
e˙ = f(e+ xr, zde, u)− x˙r (27)
is contracting in e with a metric Θxe. The virtual control input zde can be regarded as the desired
slow manifold for (27), whereas u will be decided later. This step is analogous to selection of slow
component of control law in standard models. Similar to that step, the fast variable z is assumed
to converge towards zde here.
Step 2: The virtual control law selected in previous step depends explicitly on control input u
which is unknown. The control law u is selected in such a way that the trajectories of z subsystem
converges to zde. Define an error variable ez = z − zde whose dynamics can be expressed as,
µe˙z = g(e+ xr, ez + zde, u)− µz˙de. (28)
The unperturbed part of (28) can be expressed as,
µe˙zu = g(e+ xr, ezu + zde, u) (29)
Subsequently search for a control law u = u(ezu, e,xr) such that the closed loop dynamics of (29)
is contracting in ezu with a metric Θez. Using lemma 1, the trajectories of the unperturbed system
will converge to a unique equilibrium point in the absence of the perturbation term.
Remark 4: The indirect manifold construction approach utilizes center manifold theory for the
selection of u in (28). Whereas our approach simplify the design procedure by considering the
unperturbed part (29) only. Using lemma 2, contraction of (29) implies contraction of (28) when
the perturbation term z˙de is bounded.
Assuming ||z˙de|| ≤ de in Bx ×Bz. The bound for closed loop system trajectories ez is given as:
||ez(t)− ezu(t)|| ≤ χzee
−λezt||ez(0)− ezu(0)|| +
µdeχze
λez
(30)
where λez is the contraction rate for unperturbed system and χze is the condition number of
contraction metric Θze.
The dynamics of (26a) can also be written as:
e˙p = f(ep + xr, zde, u)− x˙r + f(ep + xr, z, u) − f(ep + xr, zde, u) (31)
10
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The unperturbed dynamics (27) is contracting by suitable selection of zde from step 1. Following
the same procedure from theorem 1, the distance between trajectories of (27) and (31) satisfy the
following bound.
lim
t→∞
||e(t)− ep(t)|| ≤
µdzC1χxχz
λxλez
(32)
where λxe is contraction rate of reduced slow system (27), Le is the Lipschitz constant for f(.) in
z and χxe is the condition number of the contraction metric Θex. The result is summarized as a
theorem below.
Theorem 3: The trajectories of closed loop singularly perturbed nonlinear system (23) follow the
bounds given in (30) and (32), if the following conditions (i-iii) are met.
i) There exists a smooth function z = zde(e,xr, x˙r) such that the reduced system (27) is contracting
in e.
ii) There exists a control law u(ez, e,xr) such that the system e˙zu = g(e + xr, ezu + zde, u) is
contracting in ez.
iii) ||∂zde∂x f(x, z) +
∂zde
∂xr
x˙r|| ≤ de
Remark 5: The indirect manifold construction based controller design is applicable for both
standard and non-standard singularly perturbed problem. However the requirement for non-
standard case is more conservative due to the fact that the control law u must ensure contraction
of (29) in ezu whereas the requirement is partial contraction in standard case.
5. High Gain Scaling for Approximate Feedback Linearizable Systems
In the previous sections, we discussed the stabilization of singularly perturbed systems. However,
many classes of nonlinear systems which does not inherently possess a time scale separation can
forcibly be converted into a singularly perturbed form by high gain feedback. There are certain
class of systems for which the assumption of theorem 1 and 2 are not needed because of their
inherent structure. Contractive controller design for strict feedback and parametric strict feedback
form nonlinear systems are investigated in [10, 17]. In this section we take up contractive controller
design for approximate feedback linearizable systems which are in the following form.
x˙ = f(x, z) (33)
z˙1 = g11(z1) + b1z2 + g31(x, z)
z˙2 = g12(z1, z2) + b2z3 + g32(x, z)
. . .
z˙m = g1m(z1, z2, z3....zm) + bmu+ g3m(x, z)
(34)
where x ∈ Dx ⊂ R
n, z ∈ Dz ⊂ R
m and f(0, 0) = 0, g3j(0, 0) = 0. For j = 1, 2 . . . m, g1j : R
j → R
are smooth functions and bj are positive constants. The sub-system (34) is in parametric strict
feedback form in the absence of g3 = [g31, g32, . . . , g3m]
T . To derive the results it is assumed that
||f(0, z)|| ≤ c1||z|| and ||g3(0, z)|| ≤ c2||z|| where c1, c2 are positive constants. This assumption is
not conservative in nature and is true for many cases such as flexible link manipulators. The usual
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backstepping method will not work for the class of systems considered here due to the presence of
g3. The controller design algorithm is divided into two steps. The dynamical systems (33) and (34)
are transformed into a singularly perturbed form through a high gain scaling. Then a control law
is selected to stabilize the transformed system.
5.1 Transformation to Singularly Perturbed Form
In the absence of g3, (34) is in parametric strict feedback form. Suppose a control law is selected
as [10]:
u =
1
bm
[−g1m(z) +
m−1∑
k=1
∂αm
∂zk
z˙k + u1] (35)
ξˆi = zi − αi, i ∈ [1, . . . ,m]
α1 = 0
αi =
1
bi−1
[−gi−1(x1, ..xi−1) +
i−2∑
k=1
∂αi−1
∂zk
z˙k] (fori ≥ 2)
(36)
The closed loop system is transformed into a Brunovsky canonical form (37).
˙ˆ
ξ = Aξˆ +Bu1 (37)
A =


0 b1 0 . . . 0
0 0 b2 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 . . . bm−1
0 0 0 . . . 0

 , B =


0
0
. . .
0
1


Define a new set of variables scaled by a large positive constant k as:

 η. . .
ξ

 =

 km−1x. . .
K[ξˆ1, ξˆ2, ......, ξˆm]
T

 (38)
where K = diag{km−1, km−2.....k, 1}. The dynamics (33) and (34) in terms of new variables are:
η˙ = km−1f(x, z) = F (η, ξ) (39)
ξ˙ = K(Aξˆ +Bu1) + g¯3(η, ξ)
= KAK−1ξ +KBu1) + g¯3(η, ξ)
= kAξ +Bu1 + g¯3(η, ξ)
(40)
where
g¯3(η, ξ) = Kg3(x, z)|x= η
km−1
,zi=ξˆi+αi,ξˆ=K−1ξ
.
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The transformed system can be expressed as a singularly perturbed system in the following form.
η˙ = F (η, ξ)
µξ˙ = Aξ +Bu1 + µg¯3(η, ξ)
(41)
We will prove that, there exist a control input u1 such that the closed loop system trajectories of
(41) are contracting in (Dx ×Dz). The result is stated in the following theorem.
5.2 Formulation of Control Law
Theorem 4: Suppose the following conditions (i-ii) are true for (39) and (40) :
i) There exists a function ξ1 = ρ(η) such that the system η˙ = F (η, [ρ(η), 0, . . . , 0]) is contracting.
ii) ||∂g¯3∂ξ || ≤
λmax[G]
µ2 in (Dx ×Dz) and µ =
1
k
Then there exists a smooth control law u
u =
1
bm
[−g1m +
∂αm
∂z1
z˙1 +
m−1∑
k=1
∂αm
∂zk
z˙k + u1]
u1 = k
[
−a1, −a2, . . . −am
]
ξ + k a1 ρ(η)
(42)
such that overall closed loop system is contracting.
Proof: A Hurwitz matrix G is selected as
G =


0 b1 0 . . . 0
0 0 b2 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 . . . bm−1
−a1 −a2 −a2 . . . −am

 (43)
where a1, a2, . . . , am are suitable positive constants for the stability of G. These scalars always
exist due to the companion structure of matrix G. Using the control law (42), the closed loop fast
sub-system of (41) can be expressed as:
µ


ξ˙1
ξ˙2
ξ˙3
. . .
ξ˙m−1
ξ˙m


= G


ξ1
ξ2
ξ3
. . .
ξm−1
ξm


+


0
0
0
. . .
0
a1ρ(η)


+ µ
[
g¯3
]
(44)
Using Lemma-3, it can be concluded that (44) is partially contracting in ξ with identity metric if
the second condition of theorem 4 is met. Moreover the rate at which (44) is partially contracting
is given by λmax(G)µ − ||µ
∂g¯3
∂ξ ||. Following Lemma 1, the fast subsystem (44) will converge to a slow
manifold given by
[
ξ1 ξ2 . . . ξm
]T
=
[
ρ(η) 0 . . . 0
]T
(45)
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Substituting ξ1 = ρ(η) and ξ2, ξ3, . . . ξn = 0 in (39), the reduced slow system becomes
η˙ = F (η, [ρ(η), 0, 0....0])
From first condition of theorem 4, the reduced system is contracting. 
Remark 5: The slow manifold (45) is derived by putting µ = 0 in (44), but for nonzero values of
µ the original slow system will not evolve in same manner as the reduced system. The error bound
between the state ξ1 and ρ(η) can be derived using Lemma-3. Assume the transformed subsystem
(44) is Lipschitz in µ with a constant c4 and ||
∂ρ(η)
∂η F (η, ξ)|| ≤ c5. Using Theorem 1, the error
bound for fast subsystem (44) can be given as
lim
t→∞
||


ξ1
ξ2
...
ξm

−


ρ(η)
0
...
0

 || ≤ c4 + c5λmaxG
µ2 − ||
∂g¯3
∂ξ ||
(46)
Similarly, error bounds for slow subsystem can also be computed following same steps as theorem
1. Note that the stability bounds can be changed according to design goal because λmax(G) and
µ = 1k are controller parameters which gives certain amount of relaxation in controller design.
6. Discussion and Comparison on Simulated Examples
6.1 Stabilization of a D.C Motor
Consider an example of d.c motor system described as[3].
x˙ = −6.39x + 6.39z2
µz˙ = −z − [µω0]xz + [1 + µω0]u
where x is the angular velocity, z is the current and ω0 = 25 rad/sec. The task is to attain a steady
state value of one for the slow state x. The root of the fast subsystem is given by zds = u1. The
dynamics of reduced system is given by
x˙ = −6.39x + 6.39z2ds
For the choice of zds = u1 = 1, the reduced system is contracting in x. With this choice of u1, the
trajectories of the reduced system will converge to an equilibrium point x = 1. Now u2 is selected
as:
u2 =
µω0
1 + µω0
[xz − x]
It is important to note that u2 → 0 when z → zds. With an overall control law u = u1 + u2, the
closed loop fast subsystem is expressed as
µz˙ = −z −
µω0
1 + µω0
x+ [1 + µω0]
which is partially contracting in z. In this case z˙ds = 0 so we do not need to calculate the bound
for fourth assumption in theorem 1. The closed loop system is simulated for µ = 0.1 which is much
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larger compared to µ = 0.02 obtained from composite controller design in [3]. Figure 2 confirms
the convergence of slow state x to its desired value one.
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Figure 2. Closed Loop System Trajectories of D.C Motor for µ = 0.1
6.2 A Nonstandard Case
Consider a regulation problem for a nonstandard singularly perturbed system in the form of:
x˙ = tan(z)− u,
µz˙ = x+ u
for this problem a choice of zds = tan
−1(−x + u) will achieve contraction of x-subsystem. Now
define ez = z − zds, the error dynamics can be expressed as
µe˙z = x+ u− µz˙ds (47)
Select a region Bz in which z˙ds is bounded by some positive constant. If a control law u = −x− ez
is chosen, then the unperturbed part of (47) is contracting in Bz. From theorem 3, ez will converge
to a small neighborhood around origin. Approximating the limiting value of ez → 0, the slow
manifold can be expressed as zds = tan
−1(−2x). The control law to be implemented is given by
u = −x− z + zds which is given by:
u = −x− z + tan−1(−2x)
The simulation results for this control law with a perturbation parameter µ = 0.2 is given in
Figure 3.
From this figure, it can be concluded that the control law proposed in theorem 3 is able to provide
bounded tracking performance for nonstandard singularly perturbed systems. Although the mag-
nitude of µ has a direct effect on the magnitude of steady state error, the convergence is guaranteed.
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Figure 3. Convergence of System Trajectories for µ = 0.2
6.3 High Gain Scaling
x˙ = x2 + z1 + xz2
z˙1 = xsinz2 + z2
z˙2 = u
(48)
Applying recursive control design for strict feedback part(z-subsystem) and defining new variables
as α1 = 0, ξˆ1 = z1, α2(z1) = −z1, ξˆ2 = z2 − α2, the dynamics becomes[
˙ˆ
ξ1
˙ˆ
ξ2
]
=
[
ξˆ1
u+ z2
]
+
[
xsinz2
0
]
Define a new transformation,
[
η
ξ
]
=
[
kx
K[ξˆ1, ξˆ2]
]
where K = diag{k, 1}. System (48) is transformed to

 η˙ξ˙1
ξ˙2

 =

 1kη2 + ξ1 + ηξ2kξ2
u

+

 0ηsin(ξ2)
0

 (49)
To design the control law u, choose a1 = a2 = 2 and ρ(η) = (
−1
k η
2 − η) in (42) such that
u = −2kξ2 − 2kξ1 − 2k(
−1
k
η2 − η) (50)
Denote µ = 1k and the fast subsystem of closed loop system reduces to
µ
[
ξ˙1
ξ˙2
]
=
[
ξ2
(−2ξ1 − ξ2 − 2(
−1
k η
2 − η))
]
+ µ
[
ηsin(ξ2)
0
]
(51)
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System (51) is partially contracting in a set S ⊂ Rn, if µ|| ∂∂ξ2 ηsin(ξ2)|| ≤ ||
λmaxG
µ || in S. Therefore
the slow manifold can be described as,
[
ξ1
ξ2
]
=
[
−1
k η
2 − η
0
]
(52)
Substituting the value of ξ1, the slow subsystem η˙ =
1
kη
2 + ξ1 + ηξ2 reduces to η˙ = −η which is
also contracting. The simulations for the closed loop system is illustrated in figure 4 and 5. A
gain of k = 10 and initial conditions [−1, 1, 0] are used for simulation. The peaking phenomenon
observed in control law is due to the high gain feedback. It can be reduced by using a saturater of
desirable magnitude.
Remark 6:The stability guaranteed for a broad range of µ ∈ [0, 1] rather than a restrictive
maximum value. This perspective gives more freedom in the choice of the high gain parameter as
µ = 1k . In other words, the controller can achieve stabilization of the closed loop system using less
control effort. However the contraction rate and error bounds will be different for different values
of k. The closed loop system trajectories is shown in Figure 5 for k = 4.5. Another advantage of
contraction based control design is that, the bound of error (46) between fast subsystem and slow
manifold, (ξ1− (ρ(η))) can be changed by changing the parameters of control law (50). The choice
of matrix G has a direct effect on the stability bounds (46) because its maximum eigen value
decides the steady state error for the closed loop system.
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Figure 4. Closed Loop System for k=10
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7. CONCLUSIONS
A new approach for stabilization of singularly perturbed system is formulated based on contraction
theory. The controller design formalism does not require any interconnection conditions. The tra-
jectories of the closed loop system converge to an ultimate bound irrespective of the magnitude of
perturbation parameter. Moreover an exponential convergence of trajectories can also be achieved
under certain restrictions. The proposed design framework is extended to develop a high gain based
control law for approximate feedback linearizable systems. The design methodology presented here
can assure ultimate boundedness of trajectories even if the Lyapunov based bound on perturbation
parameter is breached due to some design constraints. The methodology presented here provides
some relaxation in the choice of high gain parameter and can be useful to high gain observers for
nonlinear systems.
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